
Year 3 Learning Letter

Friday 11th September 2020

Welcome to Year 3

We are really pleased to let you know that the children have settled into Year 3 brilliantly, coping with all 

the new changes and challenges. Hopefully you’ve all had a chance to listen to the Year 3 ‘Meet the 

Teacher’ presentation. If you have not received the link to this via email, please speak to the school 

office.

Please see the Meet the Teacher presentation for information on reading and spelling. If you are unable to 

access the presentation, please speak to the school office.

We are learning about:
English – reflection/mindfulness

(Here we Are by Oliver Jeffers)

Grammar – noun phrases and types of sentence 

History topic -The Ancient Egyptians

French – greetings and numbers

In Maths – place value – numbers up to 1000

RE – How it all began

PE – Athletics

Computing - how to use the computers and e-safety 

Science – Forces – how things move

Art – Antony Gormley https://www.antonygormley.com/

This week we have introduced our first of six puzzles, Being Me. It allows us the opportunity to learn 

how to come together again, after a emotionally unusual time, away from feelings of anxiety, worry, 

anger and sadness. During the sessions, we ask everyone to close their eyes and we sound the Jigsaw 

chime inviting everyone to listen intently until they can no longer hear the sound. We ask the 

children to say how they felt while they were listening to it and share ideas about how to feel calm.

Within each puzzle, the children have various opportunities to connect with each other by playing 

games, talking together, sharing thoughts and ideas and feeling calm.

Each ‘puzzle’ includes Jerry the cat and our Year 3 character Jino

Jerry Jino

Jigsaw is our new Programme for Primary PSHE including 

Relationships and Health Education. This was introduced to the 

school last year. The programme gives children relevant 

learning experiences to help them navigate their world and to 

develop positive relationships with themselves and others.

Homework
Spellings have been sent 

home. KIRFS tomorrow, as 

will a task over the weekend 

but regular weekly homework 

will not begin for a few 

weeks. 

https://www.antonygormley.com/

